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Communiqué de presse 
Press release 

 
5th edition of the French speaking Green Gown Awards: 
6 prize-winners to imagine a sustainable future for higher 

education 
 
 
Paris, February 14, 2019 - Yesterday, the French Ministry of Ecology was hosting the 
5th edition of the French Speaking Green Gown Awards, where 6 universities and 
colleges were rewarded for their best practices of sustainability on their campus. This 
edition of the Green Gown Awards happened at a critical time, as the student 
movements defending sustainability multiplied last year, like the Manifeste étudiant 
pour un réveil écologique (“Wake up call on the environment, A student manifesto”), 
a collective impulse initiated in September 2018 and signed by more than 26 000 
students across France. Another proof that universities and colleges, as for companies, 
are more than ever invited to consider and integrate social and environmental issues 
in their activities.  
 
The goal of the French speaking Green Gown Awards Ceremony, which was introduced 
by Emmanuelle Wargon, Secretary of State to the Minister for the Ecological and 
Inclusive Transition, was to reward the universities and colleges operating inspiring 
projects around sustainability. A particular attention was given to the societal benefits, 
the innovative potential and the originality of the approach of each competing project.  
 
After reviewing the application files and hearing the live presentations of the projects 
carried out by the universities and colleges, the jury gathered and rewarded the 
following campuses:  
 

o Sustainability Institution of the Year:  
ISA Lille – Yncréa - Certification ISO 14001  
Improvement of the mobility practices, implementation of a sustainable 
purchasing policy, a specialized team on disability, devices to ease the 
accommodation of all the students and animations during the special events 
dedicated to waste reduction, sustainability, disability and more.  

 
o Life quality, diversity and accessibility on campus:  

TOULOUSE INP-ENSAT – The recipe of a well-living campus ! 
Accommodations to ease the access for the users with disabilities, new buildings 
made according to a fair-trade approach to guarantee a comfortable learning 
and encourage the interactions between the students, the teachers and the 
professional world, along with a low-price residence with 124 apartments on the 
campus. 

 
o Student Engagement:  
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BDE ENSTIB (École Nationale Supérieure des Technologies et Industries 
du bois) – Towards an healthy and well-thought consumption for life ! 
More sustainability, particularly concerning consumption and food : local 
vegetable and fruit baskets, vegetable garden, zero-waste policy… along with a 
a more responsible and diversified alimentation to inculcate the awareness 
about respecting the environment.   

 
o Ecological Transition of the Campus:  

McGill University, Montréal, Canada – Towards the elimination of plastic 
bottles on campus 
McGill project aimed to eliminate the selling of water in plastic bottles on its 
campus (85 000 water bottles withdrawn from circulation each year) : installation 
of 30 more water fountains and introduction of a new type of reusable bottle 
on campus.    
 

o Town-Gown Relationship:  
Université Paris Nanterre – an apiary in the heart of the campus 
Transfer of the municipal apiary on Nanterre University campus to become a 
pedagogical space accessible for the residents and the campus community. The 
Apiary is a symbolic place of awareness and formation to apiculture and in a 
wider way a crossroads in which the territory commits in favor of the protection 
of biodiversity and pollinators. 
 

o Benefitting Society:  
Grenoble École de Management, in collaboration with Le Groupe de 
Travail Réfugiés de la COMUE Grenoble Rhône-Alpes - GEM’s Refugee 
Grant Program : a program stemming from collective work ! 
Creation of the GEM Refugee Grant Program : a program which aims to offer 
seats to qualified student with the refugee status into the different courses of 
the school (until ten qualified students with the refugee status each year). This 
cooperation appears like a “hub” – unique in France – listing the formation 
programs of the partners.  

 
« Our goal ? To raise awareness, to push forward the strategies and habits, to open 
together new paths for higher education – because the managers of tomorrow are 
formed today on campuses, and because we won’t change the practices in companies 
if we don’t change the formations and practices in universities and colleges”,  
explains Élisabeth Laville, Founder of UTOPIES and Campus Responsables. 
 
This event is open to every university or college in France, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Luxembourg, Québec and the ones using French as main language. It represents the 
French speaking edition of the Green Gown Awards (in the UK, Austalia and with 
Universities part of the GUPES).  
 

For further information : www.tropheesdescampusresponsables.com  
https://www.greengownawards.org/les-trophees-des-campus-responsables 
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Under the high sponsorship of  

     
 
 

A propos d’UTOPIES 
Created 25 years ago by Elisabeth Laville, UTOPIEs is the first independent consulting firm and French 
think-tank specialized on integration of sustainable development into business strategies – and one of the 
fists in the world. Thanks to approximately 50 consultants, UTOPIES’s goal is to open new paths by 
encouraging companies to integrate social and environmental issues into the heart of their mission, 
strategy and innovative approach. The firm is notably  recognized for its work on brand strategies and 
positive innovation, but also for its expertise on local economy and socio-economic studies.  
Committed to incorporate itself what it recommends to its clients, UTOPIES is certified Great Place to 
Work and B CORP in France, and is furthermore in charge of the development of the certification acrosss 
the country.  
UTOPIES’s team is spread throughout Paris, where is its head office, Grenoble and Bordeaux, but also 
present in Mauritius and Sao Paulo !  
www.utopies.com 
 
A propos de Campus Responsables 

Created in 2006, the network Campus Responsables aims at encouraging and assisting the integration of 
sustainable development into educational institutions programs and management of their infrastructure. 
Campus Responsables is the first network of universities and colleges focussing on sustainable 
development, with 50 member throughout France and Belgium.  
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